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Answer all the following questions:
Ql: Design a BJT differential amplier that provides two single-ended outputs. The amplier

is to have a differential gain of at least 100 V/V , a differential input resistance 2 10 kQ,

and a common mode gain no greater than 0.1 V/V. Use a 2-mA current source for

biasing. Give the complete circuit with component values and suitable power supplies

that allow for d: 2 V swing at each collector. The BJTs available have [3 Z 100.

Q2:The 4-stages direct coupled op-amp circuit shown in Fig.(l) is operating at room
temperature. Assuming all transistors have [3 = 200.

a) Perform an approximate dc analysis to calculate the current and voltage everywhere in the
circuit (assuming [VBE|=0.7v, neglect the Early effect). Note that Q6 has four times the area

of each of Q9 and Q3.

b) Compute the differential input resistant.

c) Compute the overall voltage gain of the multistage amplier.

What is the input offset voltage if R1 changed by 2%

Q3: For the current mirror shown in Fig.(2), derive an expression for the current transfer
function L,(s)/I,~(s) as a function of transistor parameters taking into account the BJT
internal capacitances and neglecting rx and ro . Assume the BJTs to be identical.

Q4: Consider the complementary BJT class B output stage and neglect the effects of nite VBE

and Vcgsat. For il0V power supplies and a IOOQ load resistance,
a) What is the maximum sine wave output power available?
b) What is the power-conversion efciency?
c) Show how to reduce the zero-crossing distortion in class B power amplier?

Q5: The circuit shown in Fig.(3) consists of a differential stage followed by an emitter follower,
with series—shunt feedback supplied by the resistors R1 and R2. Assuming that the dc
component of VS is zero, and that [3 of the BJTs is very high, nd:
a) The dc operating current of each of the three transistors and show that the dc voltage at

the output is approximately zero.

b) The open loop gain (A).
c) The feedback gain (B).

d) The input resistance Rm, and The output resistance Rout. Assume that the transistors have
[3 = 100.
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Q1: Design a BJT differential amplier that provides two single-ended outputs.
The amplier is to have a differential gain of at least 100 V/V , a differential
input resistance Z l0 kQ, and a common mode gain no greater than 0.1 V/V.
Use a 2- mA current source for biasing. Give the complete circuit with
component values and suitable power supplies that allow for i 2 V swing at
each collector. The BJTs available have B Z 100.
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The 4-stages direct coupled op-amp 1 +13‘?
circuit shown in Fig.1 is operating at R 20 m
room temperature. Assuming all R’ 2“ kn R1“ ‘ R“ R‘ 2'3 in
transistors have B = 200

M» Q.

a) Perform an approximate dc ngmwh *
analysis to calculate the current ~~ —-—~ Q. Q.

and voltage everywhere in the Q‘ Q:

circuit (assuming |VBE[=0.7v,
neglect the Early effect). Note that
Q6 has four times the area of each =.

0fQ9 and Q3’ 22.6 an
~——<>

b) Compute the differential input **'"
resistant. Q“

c) Compute the overall voltage gain

Q) Qt.

R, == :s.1 an; §R, -1 1 m
of the multistage amplier. “'1; Y Y

d) What is the input offset voltage ifR1 changed by 2%
Solution:
(a) The values of all dc currents and voltages are indicated on the circuit
diagram. These values were calculated by ignoring the base current of every
transistor-that is, by assuming [3 to be very high. The analysis starts by
determining the current through the diode-connected transistor Q9 to be 0.5 mA.
Then we see that transistor Q3 conducts 0.5 mA and transistor Q6 conducts
2mA. The current-source transistor Q; feeds the differential pair (Q1, Q2) with
0.5 mA. Thus each of Q, and Q2 will be biased at 0.25 mA. The collectors of Q,
and Q2 will be at [+15 - 0.25 x 20] =+l0 V.
Proceeding to the second differential stage formed by Q4 and Q5, we nd the
voltage at their emitters to be [+10 - 0.7] = 9.3 V. This differential pair is biased
by the current-source transistor Q6, which supplies a current of 2 mA; thus Q4
andQ5 will each be biased at l mA. We can now calculate the voltage at the
collector of Q5 as [+15 - 1 x 3] = +12 V. This will cause the voltage at the
emitter of the pnp transistor Q7 to be + 12. 7 V, and the emitter current of Q7
will be (+15 -12.7)/2.3 = 1 mA. The collector current of Q7, 1 mA, causes the
voltage at the collector to be [-15 + l x 15.7] = +0.7 V. The emitter of Q8 will
be 0.7 V below the base; thus output terminal 3 will be at 0 V.
Finally, the emitter current of Q8 can be calculated to be [0 - (-1 5)]/3 = 5 mA.
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(b)The input differential resistance Rid is given by:
Rid = r,,1 + r,,2

15.7 k.Q
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Since Q| and Q2 are each operating at an emitter current of 0.25 mA, it follows that
r¢1=r¢2= 25/O.25=l0OQ

for B = 200; then
r,,|= r = 201 x 100 = 20.1 kQ

ThUS Rid :
(c)To evaluate the gain of the rst stage We rst nd the
input resistance of the second stage, R Q,

Ri2 = T1=4+ 13:5
R] R2

Q4 and Q5 are each operating at an emitter current of R
lmA; thus

I'¢4 = 1'35 : Q
r,[4= rn5= 201 X25 = 5.025 kQ

Thus Ra = 10.05 kQ. W
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This resistance appears between the collectors of Q1 and Q2, as shown in - Fig.
Thus the gain of the rst stage will be

vol Total resistance in collector circuit R72 H (R1 + R2)
_ vid _ Total resistance in emitter circuit — rel + re;

10 05k ll 40k 8031 97
“Z . I . i V

200 200 4016 /V

..._ =

Figure 2 shows an equivalent circuit for R3

calculating the gain of the second stage. As
indicated, the input voltage to the second stage ”~
is the input voltage of the rst stage, vol. Also Q4 Q5 Rn
shown is the resistance R73 which is the input _
resistance of the third stage formed by Q7 .The "M 7:
value of R73 can be found by multiplying the +

total resistance in the emitter of Q7 by (B+ 1):
R73 = ([3+ 1)(R4 + re7)

Since Q7 is operating at an emitter current of l mA,
rc7 =25/l=25Q

R73 = 201 x (2.3k+25) = 467.325 kQ
We can now nd the gain A2 of the second stage as the ratio of the total resistance
in the collector circuit to the total resistance in the emitter circuit:

A2 E (R3 II Ri3)

vol T24 + Te5
(3k || 4s7.s2s1<) 2980.86 V

__ so ' 50 ‘_59'6 /V

To obtain the gain of the third stage we refer to the equivalent circuit shown in
Fig., where R74 is the input resistance of the output stage fonned by Q8. Using
reection resistance-reection rule, we calculate the value of R74 as

RM = 03+ 1><r@8+R<,>

R4

re8=25/5=5.Q

RM = 20l(5 + 3000) = 604.005 k§2
‘N ya‘

. R-5§ R-'4

Q3 -‘-he =

where
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The gain of the third stage is given by
r

(R ll R~ ) (15.7k ll 604.005k)A3 : lull = ._. 5 [4 = __ ,

_ U02 T87 + R4 +
15.302k V/

T 2.325k T ' V
Finally, to obtain the gain A4 of the output stage we refer to the equivalent circuit
in Fig. and write =

A4-v°—* R6 — 3000 -0998 1_v,,3_R6+r '3000+5_' "e8
1/03 . Q3

The overall voltage gain of the amplier can then be obtained as
follows:

R6

Li = AIAZA3/14 = 40.16 >< -59.6 >< -6.58 X 1 = 15749.5 7
id

(d) The input offset voltage if R1 changed by 2%

The input offset voltage V05

A R A R
|vOS| = VT = VT = 25m >< 0.02 = 0.5mV

RC R1
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Q3:For the current mirror shown in Fig.(2), derive an expression for the Vcc
current transfer function I,,(s)/I,~(s) as a function of transistor parameters
taking into account the BJT internal capacitances and neglecting rx and r0 ‘.
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Q 1-g:

Consider the complementary BJT class B output stage and neglect the effects of nite

\O)"rh¢ U\\iP/00% P,A\,_I9,-___._?L_ = S2 1L GIN
|\ KK 4/Q

VBE and Vcgsat. For :t10V power supplies and a 1009 load resistance,
a) What is the maximum sine wave output power available?
b) What is the power-conversion efciency?
c) Show how to reduce the zero-crossing distortion in class B power amplier?
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Q5: The circuit shown in Fig.( ) ‘ *‘°-7” +

consists of a differential stage éqom

Q

followed by an emitter
follower,

3

with series—shunt feedback 10 kg R2 2 9];_Q

supplied by the resistors R1 and Q‘ Q2 W-if “ D

R2. Assuming that the dc ;

component of VS 1s zero, and WA 0 “Q
V

that [3 of the BJTs is very high,
-

n<1= = = '
a) The dc operating current of each of the three transistors and show that the dc

voltage at the output is approximately zero.
b) The open loop gain (A).
c) The feedback gain (B).
d) The input resistance Rm, and The output resistance R.0u[. Assume that the

transistors have B = 100.
Solution:
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